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STAY ALERT, STAY UNITED AND STAY STRONG.
BE PART OF THE SGSECURE MOVEMENT.

This SGSecure Bulletin (“Bulletin”) is available free-of-charge. This Bulletin may be printed or
downloaded onto electronic, optical or similar storage media for private research, study, or in-

house use only. Any person who seeks to copy or reproduce any material from this Bulletin must
do so accurately and acknowledge the Ministry of Manpower of Singapore as the source of such

material, without misquoting or misleading any form of information. To unsubscribe from the
Bulletin, or to provide feedback, please email us at SGSecure_Workplaces@mom.gov.sg. 

 

Terror attacks can happen at any place and time. As more
employees return to the workplace, it is important for

organisations to help employees feel safe at their
workplace. Read on for tips on how your organisation can

prevent potential threats by adopting some of these
workplace security measures.

ENHANCING BUILDING SECURITY

Potential intruders are less likely to target workplaces with high
security systems. Consider installing surveillance systems with
alarms and turnstiles, and implement security clearance at the

entrance of your organisation to deter intruders. Building
owners can also install bollards or barriers to prevent terror

attacks using vehicles.

MANAGE WORKPLACE VISITORS

Your organisation can implement a visitor management system
and screening protocols to ensure the safety of your premises.

Require your employees to pre-register their visitors and
inform them of the visitor guidelines before the visit.

EDUCATE YOUR WORKFORCE
ON WORKPLACE SECURITY

Employees need to understand the importance of their role
in preventing security breaches. Remind them that all

important documents, confidential letters, and electronic
devices should be locked away, especially if left unattended.

New Personal SOS feature on the SGSecure App

The SGSecure app allows users to report suspicious sightings
to the authorities in a few simple steps – point, shoot and

send. The latest version of the SGSecure app also includes a
new Personal SOS feature for users who require emergency
Police assistance but are unable to call ‘999’ to speak to an
operator. The feature will generate an SMS that allows users
to quickly send an SOS message to the Police’s SMS 71999

service when the feature is activated.

Find out more about the new feature here.
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